
CHAPTER VI

ON REPENTANCE

At one time a large gathering of scholars and commoners

from Guangzhou, Shaozhou and other places asked the

Patriarch to teach. The Patriarch took the high seat and

delivered the following talk:

In practice, we should always start from our True Nature.

Moment to moment let us purify our minds through our

own efforts, realize our own Dharmakaya (Dharma Body),

attain the Buddha in our own mind and deliver ourselves

by keeping the precepts. If you do this, your visit will not

have been in vain. Since all of you have come a long

distance, the fact of our meeting here shows that there is a

good affinity between us. Let us now kneel and I will give

you the ‘Formless’ Repentance.

The first is the Incense of Precepts, which means that our

mind is free from the taints of misdeeds, evil, jealousy,

greed, anger, aggressiveness and hatred. The second is the

Incense of Samadhi, which means that our mind is

unperturbed in all circumstances, whether favorable or

unfavorable. The third is the Incense of Prajna, which means

that our mind is free from all hindrances, and is constantly

perceiving our Essence of Mind with wisdom. Here we

refrain from evil deeds and cultivate good acts without

being attached to them. We are respectful towards our

superiors and considerate of our inferiors. Also, we are

sympathetic to the destitute and the poor. The fourth is the

Incense of Liberation, meaning that our mind does not cling
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to anything, thinking neither good nor bad – free and

without hindrance. The fifth is the Incense of the

Knowledge realized on the Attainment of Liberation. When

our mind clings to neither good nor evil, we should take

care not to let it dwell on emptiness or remain in a state of

inertia. We should, rather widen our study and broaden our

knowledge, so that we can know our original mind and

understand thoroughly the principles of Buddhism. We

should be kind to others and get rid of every idea of ‘self’

and ‘other’. We must realize that up to the time when we

attain Bodhi, our True Nature is always unchanging and

immutable. This is the Incense of ‘Knowledge realized on

the Attainment of Liberation’. The fragrance of this Five-

Fold Incense permeates our mind from within and should

not be sought from outside. from outside.

Now I will give the ‘Formless’ Repentance which will

extinguish the sins committed in our past, present and

future lives, purifying the Karma of our thoughts, words

and deeds.

Learned Audience, please repeat after me:

May we always be free from the taints of ignorance and

delusion. We repent of al l our sins and evil deeds

committed in delusion and ignorance. May they be

extinguished at once and may they never arise again.

May we always be free from the taints of arrogance and

dishonesty. We repent of all our arrogant behaviors and

dishonest dealings in the past. May they be extinguished at

once and may they never arise again.
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May we always be free from the taints of envy and

jealousy. We repent of al l  our sins and evil deeds

committed in an envious or jealous manner. May they be

extinguished at once and may they never arise again.

Learned Audience, this is what we call ‘Formless Chan Hui’

(repentance). What is the meaning of Chan and Hui

(Ksamayati)? Chan refers to the repentance of past sins. To

repent of all our past sins and evil deeds committed in

delusion, ignorance, arrogance, dishonesty, jealousy or

envy etc., so as to put an end to them is called Chan. Hui

refers to repentance concerning our future conduct.

Having realized the nature of our transgressions we make a

vow to never sin again. Hereafter, we will put an end to all

evi l  committed in delusion, ignorance, arrogance,

dishonesty, jealousy or envy. This is Hui.

Because of ignorance and delusion, common people do

not realize that in repentance they have not only to feel

sorry for their past sins but also refrain from sinning in the

future. Since they take no heed of their future conduct,

they commit new sins before the past ones are

extinguished. How can we call this ‘Repentance’.

Learned Audience, having repented of our sins, we will

now take the following Four Great Vows:

The sentient beings inside our mind are
numberless, we vow to save them all.

The suffering of our mind is endless, we vow
to extinguish it all.
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The teachings of our True Nature are
numberless, we vow to learn them all.

The Buddha way of True Nature is
inconceivable, we vow to attain it.

Learned Audience, all of us have now declared our vow to

save an infinite number of sentient beings, but what does

that mean? It does not mean that I, Hui Neng, am going to

save them. Also, who are these sentient beings within our

mind? They are the delusive mind, the deceitful mind, the

evil mind etc. — all these are sentient beings. Each one of

them has to save themselves by means of their own True

Nature, then the deliverance is genuine.

What does it mean to save oneself by means of one’s own

True Nature? Inside our mind we have delusive, ignorant

and suffering beings. We use Right Views to save them.

With the aid of Right Views and Prajna-Wisdom, the

barriers raised by these ignorant and delusive beings may

be broken down. Then each of them may deliver

themselves through their own efforts. Let the fallacious be

delivered by correctness, the deluded by enlightenment,

the ignorant by wisdom and the malevolent by

benevolence. Such is genuine deliverance.

The vow to extinguish the endless suffering of our mind,

refers to the substitution of our unreliable and illusive

thinking faculty with the Prajna-Wisdom of our True Nature.

The vow to learn the numberless teachings, means that

there will be no true learning until we have seen face to face

our True Nature, and conform to the Orthodox Dharma on

all occasions.
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The vow to attain the Buddha way refers to always being

humble and acting correctly in all situations. When Prajna

arises in our mind moment to moment, then we can

detach from both enlightenment and ignorance. We can

do away both truth and falsehood, see our Buddha-Nature

and attain Buddhahood.

Learned Audience, we add strength to our vow by always

making an effort in our practice. Since all of us have now

taken the four great vows, let me teach you the ‘Formless

Threefold Refuge’:

We take refuge in Enlightenment, because it is
the culmination of both Prajna (wisdom)
and true happiness.

We take refuge in Correct Teaching, because it
is the best way to rid ourselves of desire.

We take refuge in Purity, because it is the
noblest quality of human beings.

From now on, let the Enlightened One be our teacher and

never accept Mara or any heretic as our guide. We should

affirm this ourselves by constantly appealing to the Three

Jewels of our True Nature. Learned Audience, I advise you

to take refuge in:

The Buddha, which stands for Enlightenment.

The Dharma, which stands for Correct Teaching.

The Sangha (the Order), which stands for Purity.

To let our mind take refuge in Enlightenment so that evil

and delusive thoughts do not arise, desire decreases,

discontent is unknown, and lust and greed no longer bind

is the culmination of merit and Prajna.
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To let our mind take refuge in Correct Teaching so that we

are, moment to moment, free from wrong views (for

without wrong views there would be no egotism,

arrogance or craving), is the best way to get rid of desire

and attachment.

To let our mind take refuge in Purity so that no matter

what the circumstances it is not be contaminated by

wearisome sense-objects, craving and desire is the noblest

quality of human beings.

To practice the Threefold Refuge in this way means to take

refuge in oneself (i.e., in one’s own True Nature). Ignorant

persons take the Threefold Refuge day and night, but do

not understand it. If they say they take refuge in Buddha,

do they know where he is? If they cannot see Buddha,

how can they take refuge in him? This is illusion.

Learned Audience, each of you should consider and

examine this point for yourself, don’t misuse your mind!

The Sutra distinctly says that we should take refuge in the

Buddha within ourselves; it does not suggest that we

should take refuge in other Buddhas. If we do not take

refuge in the Buddha within ourselves, there is no other

place for us to take refuge.

Having cleared up this point, let each of us take refuge in

the Three Jewels within our mind. Within, we should

control our mind; without, we should be respectful towards

others – this is the way to take refuge within ourselves.
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Learned Audience, since all of you have taken the Threefold

Refuge, I am now going to speak to you on the Trikaya, the

three ‘bodies’ of the Buddha of our True Nature, so that you

can see these three bodies and realize clearly your True

Nature. Please listen carefully and repeat after me:

With our form body, we take refuge in the Pure
Dharmakaya (Substance-body) of Buddha.

With our form body, we take refuge in the Perfect
Sambhogakaya (Bliss-body) of Buddha.

With our form body, we take refuge in the
Myriad Nirmanakaya (Transformation-
bodies) of the Buddha.

Learned Audience, our form body may be likened to a

house, so we cannot take refuge there. The Trikaya of the

Buddha are found within our True Nature— they are

common to everybody. Because the mind of an ordinary

person is deluded, they do not know their own inner

nature. Therefore, they ignore the Trikaya within

themselves and search outside. Please listen. I will show

you that within yourself you will find the Trikaya which,

being the manifestation of True Nature, are not to be

sought outside yourself.

What is the Pure Dharmakaya? Our True Nature is

intrinsically pure, all things are only its manifestations.

Good and evil deeds are only the result of good and evil

thoughts respectively. Thus, within our True Nature all

things are intrinsically pure. It is always clear like the sky

and, like the sun and moon, it is always bright. However,

sometimes it is bright above and dark below because the

sun and the moon are obscured by passing clouds. But as
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soon as the clouds are blown away, brightness re-appears

and everything is fully illuminated. Learned Audience, our

evil habits are like clouds, while wisdom (Prajna) is like the

sun and moon. When we become attached to outer

objects, our True Nature is clouded by wanton thoughts,

which prevents our wisdom from shining forth. However,

should we be fortunate enough to find someone to teach

us the correct dharma, then we may, with our own efforts,

do away with ignorance and delusion. Then we can be

enlightened, both within and without, and the True Nature

of all things manifests itself within our True Nature. This

means we have seen face to face our True Nature. This is

the Pure Dharmakaya of Buddha.

Learned Audience, to take refuge in the true Buddha is to

take refuge in our own True Nature. One who takes this

refuge should remove from their True Nature the evil mind,

the jealous mind, the flattering and crooked mind,

egotism, deceit and falsehood, contemptuousness,

snobbishness, fallacious views, arrogance and all other evils

that may arise at any time. To take refuge in ourselves is to

be constantly on the alert for our own mistakes and to

refrain from criticism of others’ merits or faults. One who is

humble and meek on all occasions and is polite to

everybody has thoroughly realized their True Nature, then

there are no further obstacles. This is the way to take

refuge in yourself.
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What is the Perfect Sambhogakaya? It is like a lamp. The

light of a lamp can illuminate darkness, which has existed

for thousands of years. A spark of wisdom can do away

ignorance, which has lasted for ten thousand years. We

need not bother about the past, for the past is gone and

irrecoverable. The same is true of the future; let us moment

to moment keep clear and see into your True Nature. Good

and evil are the opposite of each other, but their substance

is not two. This ‘not two’ nature is our True Nature. It can

never be contaminated either by evil or good. This is called

the Sambhogakaya of Buddha.

One evil thought from our True Nature will extinguish good

merits accumulated during thousands of kalpas, while a

single good thought from the same source can take away

all our sins, though they are as many as the grains of sand

in the Ganges. To realize our own True Nature from

moment to moment without interruption until we attain

Supreme Enlightenment, and to never lose sight of our

true mind is the Sambhogakaya.

What is the Myriad Nirmanakaya? If we are not thinking of

any dharmas, then our mind is empty. But, just one

thought and a transformation takes place. Thinking evil

transforms your mind into hell; thinking good changes

your mind into heaven. If you are malicious and hateful

you are like a dragon or a snake. Compassionate thoughts

transform you into a Bodhisattva. Wisdom puts us into the

upper realms, while ignorance sends you to the lower

realms. Our True Nature has many transformations.

Ignorant people are not aware of this, they constantly think
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evil thoughts and always follow an evil path. If they can

return to one thought of goodness, wisdom will instantly

arise. This is called the Myriad Nirmanakaya.

Learned Audience, originally we already have the

Dharmakaya. If you see into your True Nature moment to

moment, this is the Sambhogakaya of Buddha. If your

thinking comes from the Sambhogakaya this is the

Nirmanakaya. True ‘Taking Refuge’ means to attain

enlightenment by our own efforts and to practice ourselves

the goodness inherent in our True Nature. Our physical

body is a temporary abode — we cannot take refuge in it.

Let us all realize the Trikaya of our True Nature, then we

will know the True Nature of Buddha.

I have a ‘Formless’ poem, the reciting and practicing of

which will in an instant dispel the delusions and extinguish

the sins accumulated in numerous Kalpas:

Deluded people practice for merit but do not
t read the Path.

They are under the impression that gaining
merit is the Path.

Although making offerings and practicing
generosity gives one infinite merit,

However, the three poisonous elements (greed,
anger and illusion) are made within our
own mind.

They expect to extinguish their sins by
accumulating merit,

Without knowing that happiness obtained in
future lives has nothing to do with
extinguishing bad karma.
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Why not get rid of the bad karma within your
own mind?

Everybody should do a true repentance within
their True Nature

Someone who suddenly attains true
r epentance according to the Mahayana,

And who stops doing evil and acts correctly, is
f ree from bad karma.

A practicer of the Way who always perceives
their True Nature,

Is in the same category as all Buddhas.

Our Patriarchs transmitted no other teaching
than this Sudden School.

May all followers of it see their own True
Nature and be one with the substance of all
Buddhas.

If you are going to look for the Dharmakaya,

Detach from all Dharmalaksana phenomena,
then your mind will be pure.

Exert yourself in practice to see your True
Nature; do not relax.

Death may come suddenly and put an abrupt
end to your earthly existence.

Those who understand the Mahayana’s
teaching and are able to realize their True
Nature,

Should sincerely, with their palms together,
vow to attain this teaching.
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The Patriarch then added:

Learned Audience, all of you should recite this poem and

put it into practice. Should you realize your True Nature

after reciting it, you may consider yourself to be always in

my presence, even though you are a thousand miles away.

But, should you be unable to do so, then even though we

are face to face we are really a thousand miles apart. In

that case, what is the use of taking the trouble to come

here from so far away? Take good care of yourselves.

After hearing the Patriarch, the whole assembly became

enlightened. They accepted his teaching and put it into

practice, happily.
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